
MAP Sensors, vacuum pipes electro-valves and the turbo

To try and clear up confusion over the bits mentioned above I have trawled the 
Maintenance CD and ePer (the Fiat online parts system), and this is what I've come up 
with:

1. A diesel doesn't really have a vacuum in its manifold, so on the end of the 
cylinder head near the thermostat is a round housing which is a vacuum pump. 
This generates vacuum for the brake servo, but it also has other pipes tee'd off 
it. They go to the electro-valves.

2. One electro-valve is for the EGR  (Exhaust Gas Recirculation – improves 
emissions): when its electric solenoid is on (controlled by the ECU) it opens 
its valve allowing vacuum through to the EGR and the vacuum moves the 
EGR valve.

3. Another electro-valve is for the variable-geometry turbo (110 and 115, not on 
the early 105). Again this is an ECU-controlled solenoid, which opens its 
valve allowing the vacuum to vary the turbo vane angle.

4. There are two more electro-valves (not on 105), one to control the throttle-
body opening and one for a vacuum tank (more info needed on that).

5. The moving turbo vanes are not on the spinning part of the turbo, they are on 
the body of the turbo around the rotor, and by moving them they change the 
attack angle of the gasses flowing to the rotor blades and so alter the turbo 
boost pressure.

6. In order for the ECU to control the electro-valve and hence turbo pressure it 
measures many things like fuel and air temperature, throttle position etc. but it 
also needs to know what pressure the turbo generates. This is done by the 
MAP (Manifold Absolute Pressure) sensor.

7. The MAP sensor is the same on 105, 110 and 115, and is in the same position, 
on the inlet manifold. It senses the atmospheric pressure through a tiny pinhole 
in its casing, and it senses the turbo pressure in the inlet manifold by having a 
short pipe that fits into a hole in the manifold. It measures the difference 
between turbo and atmospheric pressure, so the signal it feeds back to the 
ECU represents how much the turbo has increased the manifold pressure 
above atmospheric.

8. Atmospheric pressure is measured by a sensor built into the ECU.
9. Terminology: Fiat are not consistent with their names for parts, which doesn’t 

help. They never mention MAP sensor; they call it turbocharging sensor, 
supercharging sensor or excess pressure sensor on the Maintenance CD. On 
ePer they call it something different again, but if you put its part number from 
ePer into Google, you will find that all the parts suppliers call it a MAP, and 
their photos match the pictures on the CD.



Pressure Relief Map Sensor…


